Prediction of sun protection factors and UVA parameters of sunscreens by using a calibrated step film model.
At the stage of screening of new sun protection formulations, quick and inexpensive methods for estimation of the ultraviolet (UV) screening performance are highly desirable. It has been shown recently that apart from measurements of sun protection factors in vitro, calculations using a calibrated step film model are also a possibility. In the present investigation, further evidence for the usefulness of the step film model in terms of prediction of the sun protection factor is shown. In addition, it is demonstrated that parameters, which characterize the protection in the UVA range such as the UVA/UVB ratio and the critical wavelength can be calculated in good accordance with experimental data. Although with less accuracy, the estimation of UVA protection factors is also possible, if the photodegradation some filters undergo upon irradiation is taken into consideration.